
Dear Alan, 
 
I'm wondering if you're aware of the following dire realities and their ramifications for the situation in which we all 
(helplessly) find ourselves. 

While the entire world, not to mention Australia, is currently hobbled by …Covid-19…., one clinically well-proven 
therapy that would have stopped the rot in its tracks, Ivermectin, as discovered by Melbourne's Monash university 
way back in April 2020, is being officially ignored and denied to us...... 
 
The mainstream media are either ignorant of, or deliberately hiding the glaring conflict of interest between the US 
FDA's emergency use authorization of Covid-19 vaccines as applicable only when "there are no adequate, 
approved, and available alternatives," as stated plainly on the specification sheets for the Pfizer and Moderna 
vaccines....and the developed world's political/medical 'authorities' rejection and denial of the existence of the safe, 
cheap, clinically proven drug Ivermectin, which is "adequate, approved, and available!" 
 
Again, from the UK Medicines and Healthcare Regulatory Agency's conditions for emergency approval of 
Pfizer/BioNTech, for example: "MHRA may review and adjust these conditions for temporary supply in response to 
any developments which it considers material, including any subsequent market authorisations that might be issued 
by other medicines regulators." 
 
Those of us who have struggled to understand the blinkered, one-eyed political bias towards exclusive application of 
the 'vaccines solution' need look no further for an explanation. 
 
The undeniable fact is that, notwithstanding the glut of available clinical evidence of Ivermectin's brilliant efficacy, the 
clearly compromised political/bureaucratic class doggedly cling, with their usual deflective media cover, to their 
puppet-like Big Pharma allegiance, knowing that any formal signs of political recognition and, God forbid, 'market 
authorisation' of the clinically proven prophylactic drug would put the hugely profitable mRNA vaccines under a 
cloud ....and this apparently must not happen....no matter the cost. 
 
This isn't a 'theory,' rather it is documented proof of a worldwide conspiracy to ensure continued enrichment of the US 
Big Pharma complex ....to the massive detriment of the personal physical well-being of millions of innocent people 
here and around the world. 
 
All political and bureaucratic 'public servants,' not to mention the media enablers who have engaged in the 
perpetration and proliferation of this heinous conspiracy, are nothing but inhumane degenerates who should be called 
before a Court of Human Rights to explain their counter intuitive anti-social behaviour. 
 
Please review this short video by two very respected scientists about their considerations of this grave topic, as it fully 
supports my words above: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfqxCkJw0Rk&t=158s 
 
Thank you for hopefully taking this issue forward.....for the public's needy attention.....which I'm sure will bring 
justifiable outrage....!!! 
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